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Common Bean Production and Consumption  in ES Africa 
Bean expenditure by economic strata 
Quintile 1 Quintile 2 Quintile 3 Quintile 4 Quintile 5
Rural 408.23 675.71 917.63 1087.3 1237.1




















Figure 2: Per capita real bean expenditures (UGX) in the past 7 days, per wealth quintile, Rural and Urban 
Uganda 
Estimates of Bean Adaptability  
Now and in 2050 
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What is our strategy? 
• Defense? 
 
• …or  go  on  the  Offensive?   
 
• “The  best  defense  is  a  good  offence.”   
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Interspecific lines– Armero, Tolima, Colombia 
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Armero – CIAT - 2013 
Heat Stress Effects 
on Grain Filling  
New High temperature facility 
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What is our strategy? 
• Defense? 
 
• …or  go  on  the  Offensive?   
 
• “The  best  defense  is  a  good  offence.”   
Estimates of Bean Adaptability  
with Heat Tolerant Beans with 3oC advantage 
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F1’s  of  Common  bean  x  Sister  spp.   
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